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ABSTRACT  

The following is a heuristic study that explored vicarious grief and response art through the lens 

of an art therapy intern. Vicarious grief involves feeling grief symptoms such as: sadness, guilt, 

anger, helplessness, hopelessness, and depression triggered by client narrative or client losses. 

Response art is art made by art therapists in response to their work with clients. This self-study 

consisted of making collage art cards for thirty days and journaling about the experience to re-

duce vicarious grief symptoms. The themes that emerged from this study include: finding hope, 

balance, connection, and completing a grief journey.  

Key words: Grief, Response Art, Art Therapy, Collage, Vicarious 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

Vicarious is defined as “experienced or realized through imaginative or sympathetic par-

ticipation in the experience of another” (Merriam-Webster 2021). Vicarious trauma and vicarious 

grief can be experience simultaneously (Richmond et al., 2021). To differentiate these two expe-

riences, vicarious trauma is defined by an altered view of self, worldview changes, negative 

emotions, and safety concerns from the exposure of client trauma narratives (APA, 2020). 

Whereas vicarious grief is taking on the clients’ grief as our own or the clients’ grief triggers our 

own past or unresolved grief. There are two types of vicarious grief, type one is exclusively vic-

arious and the professional experiences what it is like to be the actual mourner, and type two in-

cludes the type one symptoms with an intense reaction to the actual mourners’ loss, and/or the 

professional is reminded of their own unresolved grief and loss (Richmond et al., 2021). 

My very first exposure to clinical work was in 2018 at an arts based non-profit therapy 

center consisting of multiple art therapists working with children, teens, and families. As a 

practicum student, the first clients I observed were a family seeking treatment to deal with a 

traumatic loss and complicated grief. I noticed that my practicum site had a difficult case load. In 

2021, I started working with an agency whose primary focus was grief, prompting me to explore 

ways to prevent and process vicarious grief through art making. Within the agency, therapists 

were strongly encouraged to practice self-care and discuss vicarious trauma. Little focus and re-

search has been conducted on vicarious grief (Richmond et al., 2021), At the start of my 

practicum, I did not know what vicarious grief was, making it hard to notice my symptoms. 
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While observing the family in art therapy sessions, I found myself thinking about the pain these 

parents must be experiencing after losing their child and how unbearably painful it must have 

been for the siblings witnessing the death. I often think about that family and their experiences. 

Even now, I believe I continue to experience symptoms of vicarious grief more than vicarious 

trauma.  

Due to the 2020 global COVID-19 pandemic, many individuals had to some degree expe-

rienced a loss such as: loss of job, loss of lifestyle, loss of social norms, loss of family or friends. 

According to the Childhood Bereavement Estimation Model, 2020 data showed that in Colorado 

1 in 19 children will experience the death of a parent or sibling by age 18, this number is esti-

mated to increase in 2021 and showed that 1 in 15 will experience a death of a parent or sibling. 

(CBEM, 2021). Nationally 1 in 14 children experience the death of a parent or sibling by age 18 

and this number dramatically increased more than double by the age of 25. (Judis House, 2021). 

The CBEM is only looking at death of parents or siblings, it does not take into account death of 

grandparents, guardians, friends, or other family members.  Adequate research providing evi-

dence that counselors exposed to clients’ issues of grief and loss are at an increased risk of fa-

tigue and burn-out (Richmond et al., 2021).  

Response art is often used by art therapists to understand and identify transference and 

countertransference (Fish, 2017) in response to working with a client. Response art can also aid 

in supervision, in my experience making response art and sharing my art with my supervisor 

helps shed light on clinical work. In group supervision with other art therapy interns I learned to 

gain insight from my response art I need to sit with it, journal about it and even share it with oth-

er professionals and/or interns. For me, the process of sharing response art in supervision in-

volves talking about client cases, showing my art, describing my art and insights I have gained, 
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then my peers and supervisors asking questions or pointing out what they see in the art. Fish 

(2017) describes her experience using response art as in intern to deal with intense emotions as-

sociated with her work with clients. With this additional piece of response art making, I hoped to 

reduce feelings of vicarious grief and release intense emotions. It is my assumption that creating 

response art can help alleviate symptoms of both type one and type two vicarious grief based on 

evidence that creating response art has a positive impact on vicarious trauma symptoms for ther-

apists. 

I focused this study on creating collages art response cards in response to work with 

clients experiencing grief. I then reflected on my art through journaling and dialog with the im-

agery. I was seeking, what is the lived experience of an art therapy intern using response art to 

explore vicarious grief? I hoped to grow as an upcoming professional entering the mental health 

field and gain skills to avoid future vicarious grief within myself. Through this self exploration I 

became more aware of personal bias and gained insight about how certain client cases affect me 

differently than others. 
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CHAPTER II 

Literature Review 

Grief is something that affects everyone. Individuals working in the mental health field 

will most likely encounter a client grieving or dealing with a difficult loss. Sometimes the grief 

that the client is experience can transfer over to the therapist resulting in vicarious grief 

(Zarczynski, 2017). Vicarious grief can cause the therapist to feel overwhelmed, depressed, and 

may eventually cause burn out (Richmond et al., 2021). Art therapy interns have similar experi-

ences as they train to become therapists and are at risk of developing vicarious grief. Creating 

response art has proven to be a useful means to see transference and countertransference. Re-

sponse art is often used in art therapy supervision and examined by the student, teacher, and su-

pervisor. Using response art to explore vicarious grief could reduce symptoms such as burn out.  

Grief 

 Everyone experiences loss be it, loss of job, loved one, pet, lifestyle, divorce, no one is 

immune to loss. Grief is often associated with loss. The American Psychological Association 

(APA; 2020) defines grief as,    

“the anguish experienced after significant loss, usually the death of a beloved per-

son…Grief often includes physiological distress, separation anxiety, confusion, 

yearning, obsessive dwelling on the past, and apprehension about the future. In-

tense grief can become life-threatening through disruption of the immune system, 

self-neglect, and suicidal thoughts. Grief may also take the form of regret for 

something lost, remorse for something done, or sorrow for a mishap to oneself”  
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 Complicated Grief can be defined as grief that has continued beyond 12 months and con-

tinues to be intense, persistent, and debilitating (Mayo Clinic, 2021). Avoiding emotions associ-

ated with grief such as sadness, anger, and guilt could also lead to complicated grief (Frazer, 

2018). Complicated grief is often associated with trauma especially if the death of the person was 

sudden, violent, or death by suicide (MacWilliam & Schapiro, 2017). It is not uncommon for 

those identified with complicated grief to also have post-traumatic stress disorder (MacWilliam 

& Schapiro, 2017). 

Grief counselors are trained in theoretical models of grief and bereavement counseling.  

The most widely recognized model was developed by Elisabeth Kubler-Ross who outlined five 

stages of grief that include: stage 1. denial, stage 2. anger; stage 3.bargaining, stage 4. depres-

sion, and stage 5. acceptance (Therapist Aid, 2013). The companioning model of bereavement 

integrates loss and meeting the patient where they are without expectations (Wheeler-Roy & 

Amyot, 2004). Counselors could also refer to the tasks of mourning that include accepting the 

reality of the loss; processing the pain of grief; adjusting to a world without the deceased; finding 

a way to remember the deceased while moving forward in life (Therapist Aid, 2020). The dual 

process model of grief, developed by Strobe and Schut, combines both loss-oriented and restora-

tion-oriented processes, meaning there is an equal focus on stressors of the loss and emotions 

associated with the loss that are explored in the context of coping with the day-to-day life of the 

client living without the deceased (Frazer, 2018). The continuing bonds model, developed by 

Phyllis Silverman, Dennis Klass, and Steven Nickman, does not follow tasks, steps, or phases 

but instead encourages grievers to continue to bond with the decease and create/maintaining ritu-

als (Frazer, 2018). 
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Response Art 

Response art is a common tool used amongst art therapists to process and explore interac-

tions with clients that can lead to clinical insights and feelings of relief. Response art is defined 

and practiced slightly differently depending on the art therapists’ theoretical orientation and can 

be steered toward specific goals therapist goals. Fish (2019) explains that response art can be 

used to manage and navigate work, to understand countertransference, to contain, explore, and 

express, for professional self-processing, to attend to vicarious experiences and to increase empa-

thy. Wadeson (2010) describes post-session response art as spontaneous art making to help the 

therapist understand clinical work, deal with difficult emotions, seek answers, and gain self-re-

flection. Gibson (2018) describes response art as a conscious act of making art in response to a 

therapy session.  Moon (2009) creates response art simultaneously with clients to validate their 

experience and honor lives. Moon (2009) notes, “When clients paint, I paint; when they draw, I 

draw; when they struggle to put into words the deeper meanings of their lives, I share in the 

struggle” (p. 125). The commonality of response art practice is in the act of art making with 

clients in mind.  

Collage for Grief Processing 

 In art therapy, collage is an assemblage of images and materials and offers a non-threat-

ening art making processes. The process of making a collage includes taking bits and pieces of 

different material and rearranging them to create something new and reveal personal meaning 

through images and words. Collage can be images, words, photo-transfers, scrapbook paper, or 

any relatively flat material (Moon, 2010). Stallings (2016) explained that collage is an effective 

medium in treating grief because it follows the same pattern as mourning and healing, “construc-

tion, reconstruction, and rehabilitation” (p.167). Furthermore Stallings (2016) describes the posi-
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tive effect of collage connected past and present as well as giving the griever the ability to orga-

nize and accept life without their person and heal. Moon (2010) states that collage can be a 

medium to uncover and project unconscious content.  

 A 2019 art therapy study (Tripp et. al, 2019) found that the use of collage was a success-

ful media choice for clients with trauma history and anxiety. In this study, participants were 

asked to create a collage of a one disturbing image and one comforting image and then create a 

safe space incorporating the two images (Tripp et. al, 2019). The results showed that use of col-

lage reduced anxiety and participants had an increase in ability to cope with distressing thoughts 

or emotions (Tripp et. al, 2019).  A 2014, an arts-based research study exploring the use of col-

lage found that collage to be an affective medium in arts based research because the imagery can 

serve as data and because of this, it can be analyzed and synthesized to make connections and 

uncover unconscious thoughts and feelings (Chilton & Scotti, 2014).  

Symbolism and Metaphor   

 Man has been using symbols to convey messages for a long time, we can see images of 

animals, hunts, and shelter in prehistoric cave paintings and carvings. Cultures throughout histo-

ry have used images to tell stories, share traditions, teach, and communicate. While a the image 

of a bison on a cave wall might just be a bison, it could have a deeper meaning. Some Native 

American tribes view bison as a symbol of strength and hope (PBS, 1998).  

 Art therapists see symbolism and metaphor in their own artwork and the artwork of their 

clients. Swan-Foster (2016) explains that symbolism can be deeply personal and move the un-

conscious to the conscious mind. Wilson and Betensky (2016) describe art making and the use of 

symbolism in artwork are a way of making meaning.  
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Summary of Literature Review 

There are many mental health professionals working with clients who have trauma and 

grief. “Working with and around grief feelings can put the art therapist at risk of merging with 

her clients and their symptoms” (Zarczynski, 2017, p. 126). Working with these clients can be 

difficult and create vicarious grief. Response art has been proven to be an affective means to ex-

plore new insight and transform vicarious trauma and grief among art therapists and art therapy 

interns. Collage art making is easily accessible and lends itself to tap into symbolism and uncon-

scious thoughts to gain knowledge about self.   
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CHAPTER III 

Methodology  

This heuristic study explored the use of response art to process and understand my expe-

rience of vicarious grief. Heuristic research studies intend to investigate human experiences, dis-

cover meanings, and grow in self-awareness. As a student in a master’s degree program pre-

paring to become an art therapist, developing self-awareness of vicarious grief and gaining cop-

ing skills is important in the learning process to avoid burn out and compassion fatigue, and to 

protect my own psyche.  

This study consisted of making collage cards and participating in “I am the one who” dia-

log with the artwork. I followed Moutsakas’ (1990) six phase heuristic research model that in-

cludes engagement, immersion, incubation, illumination, explication, and creative synthesis. The 

engagement phase is discovering research interest and forming a question (Moutsakas,1990); my 

question focused on my lived experience using response art to explore vicarious grief. The next 

phase, immersion, includes connecting with my question. I entered my art studio and begin my 

process with thinking about my experience with clients. Moutsakas (1990) describes the incuba-

tion phase as planting a seed to extend understanding. While thinking about my lived experience 

as an art intern working with grief clients, I looked for images, phrases, colors that stand out in 

magazines. During illumination phase new meanings are discovered. I put the collage elements 

together on a 5x7 card and explored symbolism and journaled. Explication phase is the phase of 

examining what has awaken in the consciousness, self-discovery, uncovering themes and phe-

nomenon (Moutsakas, 1990). While journaling and examining my artwork I gained new insight 

and released vicarious trauma symptoms. Lastly the creative synthesis phase, putting all the in-

formation together in a creative form.  
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Using collage as the primary medium for my response art was particularly interesting to 

me as I had in the past enjoyed collage projects and the materials were easily accessible. Creat-

ing a single artwork from multiple images allowed me to see more symbolism and metaphor 

leading to new insights and meaning. I also find collage to be very informative and in the past, I 

used collage making to explore transference and countertransference with my practicum supervi-

sor. Scotti and Chilton (2018) explained that collage can help in discovering the unknown and 

question the known, which is an important concept for my study relating to uncovering vicarious 

trauma symptoms and gaining insight into unknown transference and countertransference. Col-

lage can be used to bring unconscious thoughts and feelings to light. Scotti and Chilton (2018) 

indicate that “collage is particularly suited to arts-based researchers who seek to uncover, juxta-

pose and transform multiple meanings and perspectives and to integrate different aspects of a 

person or phenomena through embodied, multi-sensorial processes” (p.360). Each of these as-

pects of collaging made this medium best suited for research study.  

Participant 

At the time of the study I was a 32 years old, single female. I was an intern art therapy 

student at non-profit agency in Colorado that primarily worked with clients experiencing grief. I 

was assigned to work in a school setting with students identified by school counselor and/or 

teachers needing therapy due to loss of family, friend, or changes in living situation. During this 

time I was also experiencing loss of my home and end of my long term relationship.  

Research Design 

 This study took place in my at-home art studio. I started with the engagement phase by 

asking myself what is the lived experience of a grief counseling intern using response art to ex-

plore vicarious grief? For the immersion phase, I reviewed client notes and focused on remem-
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bering my time with the clients. During the incubation phase, I dedicated one hour every day for 

thirty days to create a response art collage on a 5” x 7” card. The materials I used for the collage 

included 30 5” x 7” blank photo backing cards made from matte board, various magazines, glue 

sticks, stickers, washi tape, markers, and other decorative material as needed. While making the 

response art collage, I focused on my past clinical internship experiences with clients who have 

trauma and grief histories. I then journaled in a composition notebook about the response art 

process, exploring each component of the collage for 15-20 minutes. Each journal entry began 

with the prompt “I am the one who” and I created a dialog that accompanies my artwork.  

 For the illumination phase, each collage card and journal entry was labeled with the date 

and numbered 1-30. Each collage card and journal entry was photographed with an iPhone 11 

and uploaded to a digital folder labeled vicarious grief. Each digital image was labeled with the 

date and the corresponding number for the collage card and journal entry.  Collage cards and 

journal entries were stored together in a lock box in my at-home art studio. Once the 30 cards 

were completed, I hung them on the wall in my at home art studio in a giant calendar formation 

so I could look for similarities and themes across the images. The 30 cards were photographed as 

a whole collection with an iPhone 11 and uploaded to a digital folder labeled Vicarious Grief. 

The explication phase is when I searched for meaning in the themes. By grouping collages by 

color, and secondly by content, I was able to see similarities.  A thematic analysis was  conducted 

of these findings and combined with a thematic analysis of the journal entries. Lastly, I created a 

final art work for the creative synthesis phase. My final artwork was also a collage encompassing 

and celebrating insights gained and personal growth. 
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Thematic Analysis  

 After completing data collection, I coded the data looking for themes. The cards were 

grouped into themes based on color and content, the journal entries were grouped based on simi-

lar descriptive words. To find themes in my journal entries, I used a highlighter to highlight feel-

ing words such as sad, happy, mad, hopeless, joyful, etc. I also searched for repeated words and 

phrases and highlighted those as well. I also looked for growth and a shift in the artwork as it 

progressed from the first collage card to the last collage card. I will then formulated a meaning of 

each grouping. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Results  

 Nature was the strongest commonality among all the collage cards. As seen in Appendix 

A, the collage cards included images of water, animals, flowers, feathers, mountains, trees, 

plants, and bugs. Water and wolves were the most recurring images found in the collage cards. 

Repetitive color patterns were also present among the collage cards. Cool colors such as blues, 

greens, and purples dominated most of the cards. After grouping, organizing, and analyzing the 

collage cards and the journal entries, five themes emerged; 1. processing of grief, 2. connection, 

3. balance, 4. journey, and 5. hope. 

Theme 1: Processing Grief  

 Processing the grief by shifting from depression to acceptance. More than half of the col-

lages included water imagery. Figures 1, 2, and 3 showed dark colored water and shadowed im-

ages and the figures were overpowered by the water. These collages were created within the first 

week of the study. The symbolism of the water and the figures struggling within it is representa-

tive of the turmoil, overwhelming, and helpless feelings of loss. The figures within the collages 

of Figure 1, 2  and 3 are all submerged in the water either partially or fully, none of the figures 

are in control and look to be in danger. This symbolism of the figures who have physically lost 

control of the situation aligns with the emotional feelings of out of control when dealing with 

grief. Grief is often described as coming in waves, sometimes a person is feeling ok and the next 

they can be bombarded with a wave of sadness. In journal entry day two, I wrote “…feeling and 

seeing could be too much.” In Figure 2 and Figure 3, I mentioned depression. I wrote in journal 
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entry day 7 I wrote “I am the one pulled under the waves of depression” and this idea was again 

referenced in Figure 2  where I added the word “depression” to the collage itself. The strong 

emotion of depression coincided with grief. Depression is often a symptom or stage of grief pro-

cessing. Feeling the loss of a loved one can be deeply saddening.  

 While water was a consistent theme across the study, there is a shift in the imagery from 

the beginning of the study to the end. In Figures 4, 5, and 6 I noticed the absents of a human fig-

ures. The journal entries also showed a shift in mindset when I wrote in day 24 “I am the one 

who knows I have the tools, skills and clever know-how to make it through” and similarly in en-

try day 28 “I am the one who is growing.” Additionally the color of the imagery changed as well, 

Figures 4, 5, and 6 have warm golden colors.  Warm colors symbolize happiness and hope. 

Figure 1

Day Two 
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Figure 2

Day Four


Figure 3

Day Seven 
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Figure 4 

Day Twenty Four 

Figure 5

Day Twenty Six 
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Figure 6

Day Twenty Eight  

Theme 2: Connection  

 The wolf symbolizes resilience and strength. Wolves can thrive in what would be consid-

ered unlivable places, Chernobyl, frozen tundras and deserts.  The wolf was visible throughout 

the study, sometimes alone as seen in Figure 7, sometimes with a pack as seen in Figure 8, and 

often with a figure or presence of human figures as seen in Figure 9. Collages that depicted the 

wolf is with a pack or figure the overall sense I explored was companionship or family connec-

tion which can be sen when I wrote “I am the one who leads my pack.” When the wolf was rep-

resented alone in the collage, a strong sense of willfulness and overcoming hardships were no-

ticed. In the wild, it is common for wolves to travel and live in packs, the wolves depend on one 

another and each wolf has a job and contributes to the pack. The lone wolf in the wild must de-
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pend on its own skills and resources to survive. Similarly in the artwork, I represented both the 

dependence on family and the strength of self. I wrote, “I am the one who battles my own dark 

grey loneliness.”  

Figure 7

Day Twenty Two


Figure 8

Day Twenty Three 
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Figure 9

Day Twenty 27 

Theme 3: Balance 

 The theme of balance emerged when I noticed the wording within the collages and the 

journal entries. I consistently mentioned contrast of light and dark, and remembering past yet 

moving forward, and letting go and holding on. The message in Figure 10 was found in a thrift 

store book and was so fitting for the feelings I experienced when it states “this once belonged to 

Great-Grandmother Root” and when I wrote “ I am the one who does not want my family to 

mourn my death but celebrate my life.” There was a balance here of being sad for the loss of a 

family member but remembering the wonderful thing that person did and who they were. In Fig-

ure 11, I represented a light and dark side by visually balanced the gold and the and black within 

the artwork. Accompanied by the journal entry 11 that stated, “I am in control. I can balance.” 
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Figure 10

Day Five


Figure 11

Day Eleven 
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Theme 4: Journey  

 The symbolism of a journey was evident in the artwork. I noticed in Figures 4, 12, and 

13, that I depicted a figure following a path in the progression of the a journey. In Figure 12, I 

included a figure trudging through  a desolate, cold. and seemingly empty environment. In the 

journal entry 12 I wrote “I am the one who is on a journey being pulled by a force.”  In Figure 

13, the background appeared to be a decaying surface but the figure has a new tool for their jour-

ney, a map. The flowers in the corner reaching toward the figure were symbolic of better days to 

come and again represented when I wrote ,“ I am the companion on a long journey to find hope 

and beauty.” In in Figure 4, a jeep was included, which represented finding an easier way to trav-

el, and a calm winding river in a valley. The journal entry corresponding with Figure 4 expressed 

how I experienced a long journey where I also utilized tools to help me find my way. I stated “I 

am the one who can see the long journey ahead of me. I am the one who knows I have the tools, 

skills and clever know-how to make it through.”  

Figure 12

Day Twelve
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Figure 13

Day Fifteen 

Theme 5: Hope 

 Butterflies were a common symbol I used to show hope and transformation. Butterflies 

repeated in several collage pieces, including of Figures 14, 15, and 16 where one or more butter-

flies could be seen. While the images of Figure 14 and 16 appear are similar in color and compo-

sition, there was growth seen in the journal entries. In my journal entry from the day I created 

Figure 14, I expressed “I want my life to be beautiful again” and later I wrote, “I am the one who 

brings hope. I am the butterfly you see when you need the gentle reminder of this is just a transi-

tion.” I went from wanting to have hope to accepting that there is hope. In Figure 15, the two 

butterflies at the top of the images suggested that having hope for the future is an important part 

of my healing process and was expressed when I wrote, “ I can find my way through the dark 

forest.” All indicating a process of accepting loss and moving forward.  
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Figure 14

Day Nine


Figure 15

Day Seventeen  
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Figure 16

Day Twenty Nine 

Summary 

 When reviewing my images I saw five themes emerge. Theme 1 processing the grief and 

shifting form depression to acceptance of loss. Theme 2 the need for connection within in self 

and connections with others. Theme 3 finding the balance between moving forward and honoring 

loss. Theme 4 emerged through leading Ines and journal entries about embarking on and com-

pleting a journey. Theme 5 was discovering hope for the future and gaining the confidence and 

skills to recognize and deal with my own grief and vicarious grief.  
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CHAPTER V 

Discussion 

I set out to answer the question, what is the lived experience of an art therapy intern 

working in a grief center, will response art help reduce symptoms of vicarious grief?  I spent 30 

days creating collage response art in response to my work with past clients, I engaged in journal-

ing and dialog with the artwork, starting each entry with “I am the one who.” I noticed by mak-

ing response collages had a positive effect, the themes that emerged included processing of grief, 

hope for the future, connection with self and others, a journey through art making, and finding 

balance of past and present. This study showed healing from the beginning to the end. This 

growth follows the grief model of processing grief and accepting the loss and learning to live 

with the loss. Stallings (2016) explained that collage may allow an individual to connect with the 

past and present whichI found was evident in the the theme of balance. Within the theme, bal-

ance was seen in the artwork and mention in the journaling entries. I wrote about my connection 

with past and present and creating healthy between the balance of the two. The tasks of mourning 

(Therapist Aid, 2020) specifically acceptance was evident in theme of processing grief. At the 

beginning of the study the artwork and words coincided with depression and toward the end of 

the study, I noticed I began to express thought of hope and acceptance.  

Researcher Bias 

 Bias was present in my interpretation of the artwork and imagery. My personal experi-

ence with grief may have been present in my interpretation and results of my study.  In the years 

2021 and 2022 I had lost a brother-in-law to suicide, a mother-in-law to illness, and I had gotten 

a divorce and lost my home. These experiences could have intensified my own grief and made 

me more venerable to vicarious grief.  
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Ethical Implications 

 The American Art Therapy Association (AATA) states that “art therapists protect confi-

dential information obtained from clients” (AATA, 2013). The Art Therapy Credentials Board 

(ATCB) in code 2.3.12 states that any client data used in research should be disguised to main-

tain client's confidentiality (2021). To maintain confidentiality of former and current clients, I 

will not be giving any identification information in my artwork or journal. No names, ages, 

places or any other identifying information will be included in this study. AATA also states in 

ethic code 6.7 “Art therapists accurately represent research findings to avoid distortion or mis-

use” (AATA, 2013). I will write truthfully about my research study and results. I will also partic-

ipate in my own therapy as stated in code 1.2.8 of the ATCB (2021) ethics code: “art therapists 

must seek appropriate professional consultation or assistance for their personal problems or con-

flicts…” (p. 3). I will abide by the ethical codes of both ATCB and AATA. 

Limitations  

 One limitation of this study was time, only consisting of 30 days of art making and jour-

naling.  This study lacked the outside perspective of a professional art therapist. It is my belief 

that using this study in conjunction with regular weekly art therapy session the art exercise could 

have yielded stronger results.  

Recommendations and Future Studies 

 Replication of the study among other art therapy interns would provide stronger trustwor-

thiness. Having a larger sample size of art therapy interns to engage in response art and journal-

ing could yield similar or different results and has the potential to further advance response art as 

a valuable tool to combat vicarious grief symptoms. I am curious to see the results of a group 
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study; would there be deeper insight if participants could communicate and gain understanding 

from each other. In connection to grief processing, grief is strangely unique and personal yet at 

the same time universal and similar. A person experiencing grief, myself included, can feel very 

lonely and that no one could understand how deep the feelings of loss are and at the same time 

there is connection among grieving individuals describing the same feelings. Grief groups are 

often a wonderful place to find connection and support, allowing grievers to overcome areas 

where they may be stuck. 

Conclusion 

Overall I walked away from this research study having a better understanding of myself. I 

feel confident in my ability to recognize when I am feeling symptoms of vicarious grief and now 

have the skills to combat and not let those symptoms consume me. This study proved to be suc-

cessful for me, perhaps it will be helpful for other art therapist and those working with grief.  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APPENDIX A 

Artwork Formal Ele-
ments 

Content Symbolism Key Words

red, black, 
white, framing, 
overlapping

Crying, snake, 
couple, quote 
“He had only a 
moment to 
shoot”

Evil, sadness, 
death, decay 

Loss, grief, sup-
port, blame, 
darkness, death, 
pain

Blue, grey, 
green, partial 
containment

Water, boat, 
person, plant, 
street. Quote 
“into the deep”

Fear, journey Afraid, feeling to 
much

brown, white, 

Green, partial 
containment, 
framing

horses, pasture, 
mother and 
child, quote 
“give us one 
day” and “I need 
a hug, I may not 
come back.” 

Separation at-
tachment 

Afraid, needs 
mom

blue, black, 
white,  brown, 
overlapping

Clock, flower, 
person in water, 
trees, water, 
quote “raw” and 
“depression” 

Time, life/death Alone, over-
whelmed, dying, 
sad
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yellow, gold, 
white, split im-
age, framing

Bee, hive, 
flower, quote 
“This once be-
longed to great 
grandmother 
Root”

Renewal, com-
munity, continu-
ation

ready, mourn, 
death, celebrate 
life

red, brown, 
white, yellow, 
overlapping

owl, house, au-
tumn, quote 
“home?”

wise, seasonal 
change, home

home, wise, 
wishes

blue, green, red water, three fig-
ures underwater, 
one figure 
reaching for he-
licopter, 
whirlpool, quote 
“beneath the 
waves” 

Helpless, need-
ing rescue, 
drowning, loss 
of control 

drowning, 
pulled, depres-
sion, death, 
pain, help, numb

blue, red, white, 
black, split im-
age, partial con-
tainment

ice, three cows, 
quote “the un-
balanced world” 

rivalry, opposites fighting, emo-
tions, lose

Pink, purple, 
red, split image, 
partial contain-
ment 

Three figures, 
flowers, six but-
terflies, 

renewal, beauty, 
feminine, hope

disconnected, 
lost, community, 
celebrate, tradi-
tions, fear, 
death, beautiful

Artwork Formal Ele-
ments 

Content Symbolism Key Words
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green, blue, 
black, white, 
split image, par-
tial containment

Plants, water, 
figure releasing 
bird, decaying 
plant, fireflies, 
quote “save 
someone you 
love.”

Release, growth, 
light in the dark

Hope, family, 
happy

gold, black, 
white, split im-
age, 

Fire, hand, 
quote “out of the 
dark” and 
“flaws, flare can 
be used for cre-
ative purposes.”

Light, hope Pull, darkness, 
pain, suffering, 
control, balance, 
depression

blue, white, gray, 
black

water, snow, ice, 
lightning, figure 
and dog

Companion, 
pull, journey, 
cold, dark, fear

journey, pulled, 
alone

green, white, 
black

plants, two 
dogs, couch, 
mushrooms, 
quote “we dis-
covered a crack 
in the earth”

bond, renewal, 
growth

strong, endure, 
grief, loss, 
flawed, grow, 
sad, miss

pink, red, brown, 
gold, partial 
containment, 
framing 

Flowers, water, 
bandaid, 
whirlpool, quote 
“forward into the 
past:”

feminine, heal-
ing, hope

past, forward, 
healing

Artwork Formal Ele-
ments 

Content Symbolism Key Words
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brown, red, yel-
low, black, fram-
ing

rust, flowers, 
map, figure with 
dog

Decay, journey, 
companion, 
hope

Traveling, death, 
decay, compan-
ion, journey, 
hope, beauty, 
protector, alone 

black, white, 
grey, partial con-
tainment 

water, moon, 
clouds, astro-
naut and diver 
reaching for 
each other, fig-
ure walking into 
darkness, quote 
“why would you 
make available 
light unavail-
able?” And 
“consciousness”

Light and dark, 
opposites, un-
known 

Lost, drowning, 
guilt, shame, 
light, darkness, 
pain 

Green, blue, 
pink, black and 
white, framing

fox, mist, forest, 
two butterflies, 
flowers. 

Quote “weaves 
healing” 

hope, peace hear, cautious, 
dark

Red blue, white 
and black, over-
lapping

water, bear, fig-
ure in cage

Trapped Observer, pain, 
rage, numb, pro-
tected, com-
partmentalize 

Artwork Formal Ele-
ments 

Content Symbolism Key Words
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grey, green, 
white, black

Wolf on chain, 
figure and dog, 
woods, road, 
quote “alone” 
and “watch your 
step”

alone, cautious alone, watches, 
push 

red, blue, white, 
yellow, black. 
Split image

Butterfly, water, 
four red lines, 
quote “dangers 
and safety con-
siderations”

opposites, dan-
ger, 

Numb, con-
fused, help

blue, black, 
white, gold, par-
tial containment

owl, moon with 
skull, feathers, 
clouds

wise, death quiet, observant, 
silence

black, white, 
grey, overlap-
ping, partial 
containment

Howling wolf, 
bridge, water, 
fountain, city, 
gloomy 

Crossing over, 
crying, depres-
sion, calling out

Cries, mother-
less, sees, lone-
liness, lost, bat-
tles

Artwork Formal Ele-
ments 

Content Symbolism Key Words
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green, black, 
white, grey, blue, 
split image

leaves, decay, 
snow, wolf pack, 
trees, quote 
“can we live”

opposites, life 
cycle, family

Leads, storms, 
life, death

black, green, 
brown, red, 
white, partial 
containment 

river, mountains, 
leaf, fox, jeep

Journey, change journey, know-
how, grow, skills

brown, blue, yel-
low, black, 
white, overlap-
ping

Bears, sun-
flower, sky, 
trees, quote 
“what can I do 
to help?” 

Protection, 
companionship

gentle

Orange, gold, 
brown, split im-
age

fish, spiderweb, 
water, quote 
“ghost towns” 

opposites, chal-
lenges 

Caught, drifting, 
numb, blah

blue, grey, black, 
white, red, grey, 
split image, par-
tial containment 

wolf, hands, 
bars

trapped, alone Brave, alone, 
free, breaking, 
depression

Artwork Formal Ele-
ments 

Content Symbolism Key Words
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blue, red, gold, 
green, white, 
black, overlap-
ping

flowers, feath-
ers, fire, water, 
mountains, 
trees, desert 

growth, destruc-
tion 

Growing, pain, 
heartache, light, 
good, bad 

Sparkle, pink, 
purple, blue, 
gold black, par-
tial containment

butterfly, house, 
trees

Hope hope, gentle, 
transitions, 
darkness

pink, yellow, red, 
gold, white, 
black, split im-
age, partial con-
tainment 

flower, days of 
the week, 
straws, quote 
“harnessing 
light” 

Comfort, happy, 
growth, light

Light, love, sad, 
numb, easy, 
avoidance, 
friend, fight

Artwork Formal Ele-
ments 

Content Symbolism Key Words
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APPENDIX B 

Letter of Support  
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APPENDIX C 

IRB Approval 


